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1. In t roduct ion  
Consider the equation 
Ix(t)  + p( t )x ( t  - z)]"  - q( t )  max x(s )  ---- O. 
[t--a,t] 
(1) 
Though differential equations with "maxima" are often met in applications, for instance, in the theory 
of automatic ontrol [9, 11], their qualitative theory is relatively little developed. The existence 
of periodic solutions of the equations with "maxima" is considered in [13, 14]. The asymptotic 
stability of the solutions is investigated in [15]. Oscillatory properties of equations with "maxima" 
are considered in [2-5]. 
Our main goal in this paper will be to obtain sufficient conditions for existence of positive and 
negative solutions of  (1) and to investigate the asymptotic behaviour of  the nonoscillatory solutions 
of  (1). 
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2. Existence of positive (negative) solutions 
By a solution of (1) we mean a continuous function x on the interval [t0,oe) such that x(t)+ 
p(t)x(t -z)  is twice continuously differentiable and x satisfies (1). It should be noted that there is not 
any more or less general existence and uniqueness theory for differential equations with "maxima" 
yet. Some results on these problems can be found in [1]. The problem of existence of positive 
solutions for first-order neutral differential equations with "maxima" is treated in detail in [10, 16] 
but only for some particular values of the parameters. In order to prove our main existence theorem 
we shall need some results about the space of measurable functions. 
Lemma 1 (Kantorovich and Akilov [8], Theorem 17, p. 68). Let S(T,Z,p) be the space of all 
measurable functions, defined on T, p is a a-finite measure and N is bounded above nonempty 
subset of S(T,S,p). Then there exists Xo= supN ES(T,S,p). 
Clearly, the result is also valid for bounded below functions if sup N is replaced by infN. It 
should be noted that sup N in the previous lemma is not defined pointwise but is supremum with 
respect to the partial ordering in S and that the measurable functions are, in fact, classes of equivalent 
functions. 
Now, let M : C(E, R+) ~ C(E, E+) be the operator defined by the equality: (Mf)(t) = maxtt_,,0 
f(v). Let A be the space of nonnegative measurable with respect o the Lebesgue's measure p on 
functions taking only finite values (We shall consider the elements of this space to be the classes 
of p-equivalent measurable functions and from now on we shall make difference between a class 
of equivalent functions and a representative of the class - a particular measurable function.) Let us 
define an ordering: f~g<:~f~(t)<~ g (t) a.e. (almost everywhere), where f~(t) is a representative 
of f and g~(t) - of 9. Clearly, the space A endowed with this ordering is a partially ordered set. 
Let A = { f E A I 0 ~ f ~ y } w, here y is the class with representative the nondecreasing, continuous 
function y(t),t E ( -o% c~).(The function y(t) will be defined later.) 
Next our main goal will be to introduce an operator 3~¢ on A, an analogue of the operator M. In 
order not to overload the exposition with not so important technical details we shall assume that if 
f EA and f~(t) is a representative of f (We shall write f~(t)E f ) ,  then 0 ~< f~(t) <<. y(t),t E E (not 
only a.e. in E). 
Now, we shall define the operator A]¢. Let f EA and let {f~(t)} is the set of all equivalent functions 
in the class f .  Let f~(t) is a particular function in this class. As in the proof of a well-known theorem 
[12] for n= 1,2,3,... and 1 ~< i ~< n2" let us define the sets: 
E~ni=f~- ' ( (  i -1  i l )  ' '  ~ '2" ' F~'"=f~-l((n'°°)) '  E~'"'°----fzl((0))" 
Consider the function 
,2" i -1  
S~,n = ~ ~"-ZE~t,n,i "~ n~F~,n, 
i=1 
where ;~e~,n,i and ZF,,n are the characteristic functions of the sets E~,n,i and F~,n, respectively. Obvi- 
ously these sets are measurable. It is immediately verified that 
O<<.s~,l(t)<~s~,2(t)<<.." ~s~,,(t)~... <~f~(t), t E(--o~,oQ) 
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and 
l im s~,,(t) -- f~(t), t ~ ( -oo,  cxD). 
Furthermore, s~,i(t) are simple (i.e. taking only a finite number of values) measurable functions. Let 
us define the functions ~,,(t): 
S~,n(t)= max s~,,(v), n=1,2 ,3 , . . . .  
v E [t--a,t] 
It is clear that 
~,l(t) <<, ~,2(t) <~ ... <<, ~,,(t) <<, . . . ,  tE ( -c~,cc )  
and since f~(t) <~ y(t), t E (-cx~, c~), then the sequence ~,n(t) is bounded above for any t E (-cx~, cx~). 
Hence there exists the finite pointwise limit 
lira ~, , ( t )= ~(t),  t E (--c~, oo) 
and the function Y~(t) is also measurable. We shall denote by s~ the class with a representative Y~(t). 
Thus, each function f , ( t )E f generates a class s~. Let S be the set of all such classes. The set S 
is bounded below (for example by the 0 class). Then Lemma 1 implies that there exists s : inf S. 
Let /k t f  = s. 
We shall need also an operator h on ,4, an analogue of the operator m: C(N, N+)---~ C(N, N+), 
defined by m(t) = mintt_~,t I f(s).  We can follow the above procedure to define rh but its much easier 
to use AT/. Thus, let rhf--- 1 - )17/(1 - f ) .  
In the following lemma some important properties of M and rh are established which we shall 
use later. 
Lemma 2 [10]. The operator l~/I (~n) has the following properties: 
(i) I f  f ,  gEA, f ~9 ,~ l f=s(gnf : s )  and Mg:p(gng:p) ,  then s~p (i.e. 1(4(~n) is order- 
preserving); 
(ii) Let f~(t)E f be a continuous function and l(4f : s ( fn f  : s ) .  Then s is the class with a 
representative (m f~)(t) : max[t_~,t] f~(v)((m f~)(t) = minLt_~,t I f~(v) (i. e. the operator l(4(~n) 
acts exactly like M(m) on any continuous function). 
We shall define also a functional Ra(f) on A: 
) R, ( f )  = lim inf f (s )  ds , 
~--~0 ~-' 0 
where the integral is in a Lebesgue's ense. The properties of Ra(f) that we shall need are summa- 
rized in the following lemma, which is verified immediately. 
Lemma 3. The functional Ra(f) has the following properties: 
(i) I f  f ~g, f ,  gE,4 then Ra(f) <<, Ra(g); 
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(ii) I f  f EA is the class with a representative the continuous function f~(t), then 
Ra( f )= lira f~(t)=f~(a). 
t---*a,t > a o 
We shall prove our main existence theorem by making use of the following fixed-point heorem. 
Lemma 4 (Birkhoff-Tarski principle). Let X be a complete lattice and F:X---~X is an isotone 
operator (i.e. order preserving). Then F has a fixed point x EX. 
Theorem 1. Let pEC([to, CX~),~_), qEC([to, CX~),~+), z,o-E(0,cx~). Then Eq. (1) has a positive 
(negative) solution on [to, ~)  which tends to ~ ( -~)  as t ~ ~.  
Proof. First we shall prove that (1) has positive solutions. Following Theorem 5.7.1 [6, p. 357] we 
shall define the function y(t) which was used in the definition of A. Let 
p(t), t >1 to, 
p l ( t )= p(to), t <to 
and 
q(t), t/> to, 
ql(t)= q(to), t <to. 
Then Pl and ql are nonnegative and continuous on ~. Let 
H(t )= 4 max { q,(t), e-~z2 [~l(t) + l, 
where 
/31(t) = max{pl(s): s ~< t + 2~}. 
Define y(t) by 
t 
to_2rH(u) 
y(t )= exp [ fo_2 exp ( f s du) ds] 
It is proved in [6, p.358] that y(t) has the following properties: 
¼Y(t) >~ p l ( t )y ( t -  r), t >~ to; 
yi(t)>O, i=0 ,1  .. . .  ,n; 
l y ( t )  >~ pl(t)y(t - ~) + (t - s)ql(s)y(s - o~)ds, t >1 to 
- -23  
for any nonnegative constant c~; 
y(t) >~ e2T(t - to + ~). 
Let B= {z EA i0~z~ 1}. Clearly B is a complete lattice. We shall define an operator F on B: 
{ l(ply~z~ + ~i + Pz), t >~ to 
Fz = Rto(Fz), t < to, 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
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where pl,y,y~,i  are the classes with representatives the functions p l ( t ) ,y ( t ) ,y ( t -  "c) , t -  to + ~, 
respectively, z~ is the class with a representative z(t - "c) (z(t) is any representative of z), and Pz is 
the class with a representative the function 
~tot 2 (t -- s)ql(s)(M(yz))(s) ds. 
Clearly yz ~ y, and since y(t) is an increasing continuous function My ~y.  Now Lemma 2 implies 
f,0' £ (t - s)ql(s)(IC4(yz))(s)ds <<. (t - s)ql(s)y(s)ds. -2r -2z 
Then from (2), (4) and (5) it follows that Fz~ 1 and since obviously O~Fz, F maps B into itself. 
Lemmas 2 and 3 imply immediately that F is an order-preserving operator and by Lemma 4 there 
exists u E B such that u = Fu. We shall prove that the class u has a representative the continuous 
function u(t). We define u(t)E u in ( -co ,  t0) by 
u(t) =Rto(Fu). 
Then we choose u( t -  z) as a representative of u~ in [to, to + z). Let u(t)E u is defined in [to, to + "c) 
by 
ft0 ty~t)[Pl(t)y(t - *)u(t - "c) + z(t - to + r) + -2~ ( t  --  S )q l (X ) ( l~ l (yz ) ) (S )ds ] .  (6) 
Further, we choose u(t), t E [to, to + z) as a representative of u, in [to + z, to + 2~). In this way we 
can define step by step a function u(t)E u for t E (--oc, co). The definition of u(t) implies that u(t) 
is a continuous function in ( -oo ,  t0) and in each interval [to + k~,to + (k + 1)z), k=0,1 , . . . .  Thus, 
we have to prove only that 
lim u(t)=U(to+kr) ,  k=O, 1 . . . . .  
t~to+kr  
t < t o+kr 
From the definition of F and from Lemma 3, it follows immediately that u(t) is continuous at 
t = to. Thus, u(t) is a continuous function in ( -oc ,  t0 + "c). We shall prove that u(t) is continuous at 
t = to + z. Since u(t) is defined in [to, to + z) and [to + ~, to + 2z) by one and the same formula (6) 
it is enough to show that u( t -  z) is continuous at t = to + z (all other functions participating in (6) 
are obviously continuous). The definition of u(t - z) implies that this is equivalent to show that u(t) 
is continuous at to, which we have already proved. Hence u(t) is continuous at to + z. Thus step by 
step we can prove that u(t) is continuous at each point to+kz, k--0,  1,.... From the equality u- -Fu,  
Lemmas 2 and 3 and the fact that u(t) is continuous in ( -c~,  co), it follows that u(t) satisfies the 
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equations: 
{ y-~[pl(t)y(t - ~:)u(t - z) + z(t - to + z) 
u( t )= +ftt0_2~(t-s)ql(s)max.(y(v)u(v))ds], t ~ to 
[S - -  0", SJ 
U( to ), t < to. 
Let x(t)= y(t)u(t). Clearly, x(t) is a positive continuous function in ( -c~,  c~) and satisfies 
x(t)= pl(t)x(t - z) + (t - s)ql(s) max x(v)ds + z(t - to + Z) 
--2~ [s-a,s] 
for t/> to. It is easily verified that x(t) is a positive solution of (1) and that l imt~x( t )= e~. 
We shall note that x(t) is a negative solution of equation (1) if and only if -x( t )  is a positive 
solution of the following equation: 
[y(t) + p(t)y(t - z)]" - q(t) min y(s) = 0. (7) [t--a,t] 
Further the proof that (7) has a positive solution tending to e~ as t---~ cc is exactly the same as 
above (of course the operator M is replaced by rh). [] 
3. Asymptotic behaviour of nonoscillatory solutions 
As is customary, a solution of (1) is said to be oscillatory if it has arbitrarily large zeros, otherwise 
it is said to be nonoscillatory. In the sequel, for convenience, we assume that inequalities concerning 
values of functions are satisfied eventually, i.e. for all large t. We shall say that conditions (H) are 
met if the following conditions hold: 
HI. z,o-E ~+; 
H2. pEC([to, e~),~); 
H3. qE C([t0,cxz), ~+); 
Ha. ft~ q(t)dt=e~. 
Define the function z(t) as follows 
z(t) =x(t)  + p(t)x(t - z). (8) 
Then (1) implies that 
z"(t) = q(t) max x(s); 
[t-or, t] (9) 
fro t z'(t) = z'(to) + q(s) max x(v)ds. (10) [s-o,s] 
Lemma 5. Let conditions (H) hold and 
p< p(t) <~ O. (11) 
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Then, if x(t) is a positive solution of ( l ) ,  then either 
or 
z(t)>O, z'(t)>O, z"(t)>tO and l imz( t )= l imz ' ( t )=c¢  (12) 
z(t)>O, z'(t)<O, z'(t)>lO and l imz( t )= l imz ' ( t )=0.  (13) 
t - - - -~  t--*O0 
Proofi From (9), it follows that z"(t)>~ 0 and z'(t) is a nondecreasing function. On the other 
hand, H4 implies that z'(t) is not identically zero eventually. Thus, either z'(t)> 0 or z'(t)< O. 
Suppose that z'(t)> 0. Since z'(t) is a nondecreasing function, limt~o~z(t)= c~. From x(t)> z(t) 
we obtain limt__,~ x(t) = c~, and then H4, (10) imply l imt_~ z'(t)= e¢. Hence if z'(t) > 0, then (12) 
is valid. Let z'(t) < 0. From the fact that z'(t) is a nondecreasing function it follows that there exists 
limt~o~ z'(t) = c <~ 0 (We do not exclude the case c = - ~) .  Suppose that c < 0. Then z'(t) < c and 
limt~o~ z ( t ) - - -  ~.  From (8), it follows that the inequality 
z(t) > p(t)x(t - z) > px(t - z) 
is valid and therefore limt__.o~x(t)= <xz. From (10) we obtain that l imt~ z'(t)= c~. The contradic- 
tion obtained shows that l imt~z ' ( t ) - -0 .  Since z'(t)< O, z(t) is a decreasing function. If z(t) is 
nonpositive then the fact that it is decreasing implies that z(t)< L eventually for some L < 0. The 
estimate 
L >z( t )=x( t )  + p(t)x(t - z) > p(t)x(t - z) > px(t - z) 
is valid. Thus, x( t -  r )> L_ > 0 for large t, and (10) and H4 imply limt__.~z'(t)= ~.  The contra- p 
diction obtained shows that z(t)> 0 eventually, and the finite limit limt__.o~ z( t )=M ~ 0 exists. If 
M > 0, then z(t)> M for large t. Since x(t)> z(t), (10) and H4 again imply l imt~z ' ( t )= oo and 
we get to a contradiction. Thus, l imt~ z(t)= 0 and the proof is complete. [] 
Lemma 6. Let conditions (H) and (11) hold. Then, if x(t) is a neyative solution of( l) ,  then either 
z ( t )<0,  z ' ( t )<0,  z"(t)<<,O and l imz( t )= l imz ' ( t )=-cc  (14) 
l----+ OO l - - *~ 
or 
z(t)<0, z'(t)>0, z"(t)<.O and limz(t)=limz'(t)=O. (15) 
t ----* OC~ t---~ OO 
The proof of Lemma 6 is analogous to that of Lemma 5. 
Theorem 2. Let conditions (H) hold and 
p<.p(t)<.-1. 
Then for each nonoscillatory solution x(t) of (1), limt__,~ Ix(t)l = e¢. 
(16) 
Proof. Let x(t) < 0. Lemma 6 implies that (14) or (15) is valid. Suppose that (14) holds. Then from 
the equality x(t) < z(t) it follows that l imt~ x(t)= -~  and the assertion of the theorem is proved. 
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Suppose that (15) is valid and c = lim supt~ x(t). If c < 0, then x(t) < c/2 and from (10) we obtain 
l imt~ z'(t)= -oc  which contradicts the relation l imt~ z'(t)= 0 proved in Lemma 6. Hence c = 0, 
i.e. lim suPt__,~ x(t) = 0. There exists a sequence {t, }~ such that l im,_~ t, = ec, l im,~ x(t,) = 0 
and 
maxx(s) =x(t,) .  (17) 
[h ,t,;] 
On the other hand, since z(t) < 0, then 
x(t) <-p( t )x ( t  - z )~x( t  - z). 
But the inequality x( t , , )<x( t , -  z) contradicts (17). Thus under the conditions of Theorem 2 of the 
two relations (14) and (15) only (14) is valid and l imt~x( t )=-oc .  The case when x( t )> 0 is 
considered analogously. [] 
Corollary 1. Let conditions (H) and (16) hold. Then each bounded solution of ( l )  is oscillatory. 
Theorem 3. Let conditions (H) hold and let p(t)  satisfy one of  the followin9 conditions: 
-1  < p<~p(t)<<.O, 
O<.p(t)<<.p< 1. 
Then for each nonoscillatory solution of  (1) either limt__+~ x( t ) = 0 or l imt~ [x(t)[ = oo. 
(18) 
(19) 
Proofl We shall consider first the case when (18) is satisfied. Let x( t )> 0 and suppose that x(t) 
is bounded function. Obviously in this case of the relations (12) and (13) only (13) is realized and 
thus l im,~ z( t )= 0. Suppose that c = lim supt~ x( t )> 0. There exists a sequence {tn}~ such that 
-2  (If p(t)=_O then p l im,~tn=oc ,  l im,~x( t , )=c .  Choose a constant c~ such that 1 <~< p 
could be any constant in ( -  l, 0)). Then x(t) < c~c for sufficiently large t and we have 
z( t )= x(t) + p(t)x(t  - O>>-x(t) + p~c. 
We pass to the limit in the inequality 
z(t,)>~x(t,) + pc~c 
as n---+oo and obtain O>~c+p~c=c(1 + pc0>0.  The contradiction obtained shows that 
lira supt~x( t  ) = 0 and l imt_~x( t )= 0. Let us assume that x(t) is an unbounded solution of (1). 
We shall show that in this case relation (12) is valid. Suppose that this is not true. Since x(t) 
is unbounded, there exists a sequence {c~.}~ such that l im.~e.=oc ,  l im.~x(e . )=ec  and 
maxi~,,~,,]x(s ) =x(~.).  The following estimate is valid: 
z(~.) =x(c~.) + p(~,)x(~,  - ~)>>.x(c~,) + p(~°)x(~.)  
=x(c~,)(1 + p(c~,))>~x(~,)(1 + p). 
Inequalities (18) imply that l im,~ z(~,) = oc which contradicts the relation l imt~ z(t) = 0. Hence 
( 12 ) is valid and limt~ ~ z (t) = oo. From the inequality x(t) > z (t), it follows that limt_~  x (t) = oc. 
The case when x(t) is negative solution of (1) is considered analogously. 
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Now we shall consider the case when (19) is valid. Let x( t )> 0. From (9), it follows that 
z"(t)>~O and z'(t) is a nondecreasing function. H4 implies that either z ' ( t )>0 or z' ( t )<0.  Let 
z'(t) > 0. Obviously, l imt~z( t )=~ and z(t) is an increasing function. From (8) there follow the 
equalities 
z(t + z )=x( t  +'c) + p(t + z)x(t),  
p(t + z)z(t) = p(t + z)x(t) + p(t)p(t + z)x(t - z). 
From the above two equalities we obtain 
z(t + z) - p(t + z)z(t) =x(t  + z) - p(t)p(t + z)x(t - z). 
On the other hand, 
z(t + z) - p(t + "c)z(t) = p(t + z)(z(t + z) - z(t)) + (1 - p(t + ~))z(t + z) 
= p(t + z)zz'(¢(t)) + (1 - p(t + r))z(t + z) > (1 - p)z(t + z). 
Hence, the inequality 
x(t + z) > (1 - p)z(t + z) 
is valid and since l imt_~z( t )= cx~, then l imt~x( t )=cx~.  Let z'(t)< 0. In this case z(t) is a 
decreasing positive function. If l imt~ z'(t) - -c < 0 then l imt~ z(t)=-cx~. Therefore limt__,~ z'(t) 
= 0. Suppose that d = limt__,~ z(t) > 0 and consider the equality 
p(t + z)zzt(~(t)) + (1 - p(t + z))z(t + z) --x(t + z) - p(t)p(t + z)x(t - z). 
Since limt_,~ z'(t) = 0 and l imt~ ((t) -- cx~, then from the above equality it follows that for t large 
enough the inequality -e  + (1 -p )d  <x(t  + ~) is valid, where e is an arbitrarily small positive 
number. From the last inequality and (10) it follows that l imt~ z'(t)--cxz. The contradiction shows 
that l imt_~ z(t)--0. Then (8) implies the relation limt__,~x(t)= 0. [] 
Theorem 4. Let conditions (H) hold and p( t ) = 1. Then if x( t ) is unbounded nonoscillatory solution 
of ( l ) ,  l imt~ Ix(t)l =cx~. 
Proof. Let x(t) be a positive unbounded solution of (1). Then z(t) is also unbounded. As above, ei- 
ther z ' ( t )>0 or z ' ( t )<0.  If we assume that z'(t)<O, then z(t) is a decreasing positive 
function which contradicts the fact that it is unbounded. Thus z'(t)> 0 and z(t) is an increasing 
function. Since z'(t) is increasing there exists a positive constant d such that z'(t)>~d > 0. Define 
the function w(t) as follows: w(t )=z( t ) - z ( t -  z). Then 
w(t) =x(t )  - x(t - 2z). (20) 
We sum up the equalities 
w(t + 2kz)=x( t  + 2kz) -x ( t  + 2(k -1 )z ) ,  k- -1 ,2 , . . . ,n  
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and obtain 
~-~w(t + 2kz) =x(t + 2nz) - x(t). (21) 
k=l 
Let l im in f t~x( t )=c  and suppose 0 < c < c~. Then the inequality x(t)> c/2 holds eventually. 
From the definition of w(t) it follows that for each k E [~ there exists ~k such that ~k E [t + 
(2k -  1)z,t + 2kz] and w(t + 2kz)=zz'(~k). Therefore for t>~7 (7 is large enough) the inequal- 
ity w(t + 2kz)~>dz holds. By virtue of the last inequality and (21) we obtain that for each t>~t 
t o~ and each n E ~ we have x(t + 2nz)~>ndz. Choose a sequence { k)k=l such that limk-~o~tk=cx~ 
and limk_,~x(tk)=c. Hence for sufficiently large k the inequality x(tk)<2c holds. Let n E 
be such that n dz > 2c. For that fixed n choose positive integer m such that tm-  2nz > L Set 
t= tm- 2nz. Then x(7 + 2nz) =X(tm) < 2c. On the other hand, from the choice of n and ~ it fol- 
lows that x(~ + 2nz) > nd'c > 2c. The contradiction obtained shows that either c = 0 or c = exp. Sup- 
pose that c -- 0, i.e. l iminft~o~x(t) = 0. There exists a sequence {fl,}~ such that lim,__.o~ fin ---- C~, 
l im,~o~x(f l , )=0 and minL~,,~,,lx(s)=x(fl, ). Using the definition of w(t) and the fact that z(t) 
is an increasing function, we obtain that w(t) > 0. Then (20) implies that x(t) > x(t - 2z). This 
inequality however contradicts the relation minr~,,/~,,lx(s ) =x(fl ,) .  Hence, l im in f t~x( t )= c~ and 
l imt_~x(t ) - -e~.  The case when x(t) is negative solution of (1) is considered analogously. [] 
Theorem 5. Let conditions H1-H3 hold and p( t ) -  1. Let the function q(t) also satisfy the fol- 
lowin9 condition H5: 
ft0 ~ ~(t) dt = e~, where ~(t) -- min{q(t), q(t + z)}. 
Then for each bounded positive solution x(t) of (1), limt__,o~ x(t) = O. 
Proof. Since x(t)> 0, then z"(t)>~O and z'(t) is a nondecreasing function. H5 implies that q(t) is 
not identically zero eventually. Thus either z'(t) > 0 or z'(t) < 0. If z'(t) > 0 then limt~o~ z(t) = oe, 
which contradicts the boundedness ofx(t) .  Hence z'(t) < 0 and z(t) is a positive decreasing function. 
Let c--  limt_o~ z(t) and suppose that c > 0. From (9), it follows that 
z"(t) + q(t - z) max x(s)=q(t) max x(s) ÷ q(t - r) max x(s). 
[t--~r-z,t--z] It--or, t] [t--cr--z,t--z] 
Then by making use of the definition of ~(t) and of (8) we obtain 
r q 
z"(t) + q( t -  z) max x(s) ~> ~(t -  z) / max x(s) + max x(s)/ 
[t--a--z,t--Z] [ [t--o-, t] [t--a--z,t--Z] 3 
= ~(t - z) [ max x(s)  + max x(s - z)] 
L [t-o-,t] [t-o-,t] 
i> ~(t - z) max (x(s) + x(s - z))= ~(t - z) max z(s) 
[t--a,t] [t--~,t] 
--- q ( t  - ~)z ( t  - ~r). 
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Since z( t )  is a decreasing function and l imt~ z( t )  = c, then z( t )  > c and the above inequality takes 
the form 
z"( t )  + q(t - z) max x(s)  > c~(t - z). 
[ t -a -~, t - z ]  
We integrate the last inequality from tl to t and obtain 
/t: z'(t )  - z ' ( t l )  + q(s - ~) max x(v )ds  > c ~(s - z) ds [s-~-~,s-~] 
z ' ( t )  - z'(tl ) + q(s) max x(v)  ds > c ~(s) ds. (22) 
[s-~,s] tl - -z  tl - -z  
Since z ' ( t )  is a negative nondecreasing function, z'(t )  is bounded. On the other hand, H5 implies 
that the right-hand side of (22) tends to infinity as t--~ o<~. Thus from (22) we obtain that 
f ~ q(t) max x(s )d t  = 00.  (23) [ t -a , t ]  
Integrating (9) from tl to t we get the equality 
z'(t )  - z'(tl ) = q(s) max x(v)  ds. 
[s-~,s] 
Then (23) implies the relation l imt_~z ' ( t )= (x). The contradiction obtained shows that c=0,  i.e. 
l imt~ z ( t ) :  0. But from the inequality x( t )  < z(t) ,  it follows that l imt~ x( t )= 0 and the proof 
is complete. [] 
Remark 1. Theorems 4 and 5 characterize completely the asymptotic behaviour of the positive 
nonoscillatory solutions of (1) in the case when p(t)--_ I. The conclusion that could be made is that 
it is the same as the asymptotic behaviour of neutral equations without "maxima". However this is 
not the case for the negative nonoscillatory solutions of (1). In contrast to neutral equations without 
"maxima" the assertion of Theorem 5 is not valid for bounded negative solutions of (1) even under 
the stronger condition q(t)>-q > 0. We shall illustrate this fact with the following example. 
Example 1. Consider the equation 
[y(t) + y(t  - ½)]" - q(t) min y(s )= 0, (24) [t- 1, t] 
where 
q(t)  = (1 + el/2)e - '  rain {q)(s) + e-'} 
[t-- l ,t] 
and ~o(t) is a 1-periodic function defined by the formula 
t, t E [0,½1, 
l - t ,  to[½,1]. 
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A straightforward verification yields that the function y ( t )= q~(t)+ e -t is a positive solution of 
i On the other hand, Eq. (24). Furthermore, obviously l im in f t~ y(t)= 0 and lim suPt_,~ y(t)= 3" 
the inequality 
e-t~< min {~p(s) + e -s} -~<e 1-t 
[t --  1, t] 
implies that 
1 + e 1/2 
- -< .q( t )<. l  + e 1/2. 
e 
Clearly, the function z(t) = -~p(t) - e -t is negative solution of the equation 
[x(t) +x(t - ½)]" - q(t) max x(s)----- 0. 
[ t - - l , t ]  
Thus, although the conditions of Theorem 5 are met, Eq. (1) could have negative bounded solution 
which does not tend to zero. 
Theorem 6. Let conditions (H) hold and 
1 < pl <~p(t)<~p2. (25) 
Then if x(t) is bounded nonoscillatory solution of (1), l imt~ x(t)= O. 
Proof. Let x(t)> 0. As in Theorem 5 it is proved that if x(t) is bounded positive solution of (1) 
then z'(t)>~O, z'(t) < 0 and z(t) > 0. Suppose that d= l im in f t~x( t )  > 0. Then x(t) > d/2. From 
this inequality and from (10) it follows that l imt~ z ' ( t ) :  cxD. The contradiction obtained shows that 
lim inft_~ x(t)= 0. There exists a sequence {tn}~ such that l imn~ tn = oo and limn~o~ x( t~- r )= 0. 
Suppose that c = limt~o~ z(t)> 0. Passing to the limit in the equality 
z(t.) =x(t . )  + p(t.)x(t. - z) 
we obtain that l im.~x( t . )=c .  On the other hand, 
z(t. + z) :x ( t .  + z) + p(t. + z)x(t.) > plx(t.). 
We pass to the limit in the inequality z(t. + z)>plx(t . )  and obtain c>Jptc>c. Hence l imt~ 
z(t) = 0 and since x(t)< z(t), then l imt~o~x(t)= 0. The case when x(t)< 0 is considered analo- 
gously. [] 
Remark 2. All results from Section 3 of this paper could be furnished with the corresponding 
existence results. In order not to make the paper too long this was done in Section 2 only for 
Theorem 2 and partially for Theorem 3. The other cases would be the subject of a separate paper. 
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